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The connectivity function k of a matroid M on a set E is defined by 
k(X)= r(X)+ r(E-X)-r(E) (X&E), where r is the rank function. W. H. 
Cunningham conjectured that a connected matroid is determined, up to duality, by 
a knowledge of its connectivity function. This is false in general, but true for binary 
matroids. 0 1988 Academic Press, Inc. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
We assume familiarity with matroid theory-for an introduction and for 
undefined terms, see Welsh [ 11. 
Let A4 be a matroid with element set E, and let r be its rank function. 
For Xc E we define 
k(X) = r(X) + r(E- X) - r(E). 
We call k the connectivity function of M. It is easy to see that M and M* 
have the same connectivity function, where M* is the dual of M. More 
generally, if M is the direct sum Ml 0 M, of M, and M,, then h, 0 MT 
has the same connectivity function as M. W. H. Cunningham asked 
whether the converse held; that is, if M, M’ are matroids on E with the 
same connectivity function, does it follow that M= M, @M, and 
M’ = M, @ M: for some choice of M, and M2 ? We show that this is false 
in general but true for binary matroids. 
We begin with the counterexample. Let E= { 1, . . . . 8). Let M be the rank 
4 matroid on E in which every 4-set is a base except { 1, 2, 3,4}, 
(1, 2, 5, 6}, and let every 4-set except { 1, 2, 3, 4}, { 1,2, 7, 8) be a base of 
M’. Then M, M’ are connected, are not equil or dual, and yet have the 
same connectivity function k defined by 
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k(X) = 1x1 (1x1 6 3) 
= IE- XI (IXI a 5) 
= 3 (X= { 1, 2, 3,4}, (5, 6, 7, g}, { 1, 2, 5, 6}, (394, 7, g}) 
=4 otherwise. 
2. CIRCUITS AND COCIRCUITS 
Now we turn to what is reconstructible from a knowledge of k. Let us 
say a semicircuit of A4 is a subset of E which is either a circuit or cocircuit 
of M (perhaps both). We shall show in this section that a knowledge of k is 
equivalent to a knowledge of which sets are semicircuits of M. 
We begin with a lemma about the circuit rank function p, defined by 
p(X) = 1x1 -r(X) (Xc E). For Xs E and y, ZEX, we say that y, z are in 
X-series if 
(i) for every circuit C of A4 with Cc X, we have y E C if and only if 
ZEC, and 
(ii) there is a circuit C of M with y, z E CC X. 
We define being in X-parallel similarly, using cocircuits. 
(2.1) For XcE, 
(i) for -VEX, p(X- {x})<p(X)<p(X- {x})+ 1, and p(X- (~1) 
= p(X) if and only if there is no circuit C of M with x E C G X; that is, if and 
only if there is a cocircuit D of A4 with x E D c (E-X) v {x}; 
(ii) for.hzEX, p(X)+p(X-{y,z})>p(X-(y})+p(X-(z})and 
strict inequality holds if and only if y, z are in X-series. 
Proof. The proof of (i) is elementary and we omit it. To prove (ii), the 
inequality follows from the submodular inequality for the rank function. 
Strict inequality holds if and only if 
from (i), that is, again from (i), if and only if y, z are in X-series. 
We define p* to be the circuit rank function of M*, and K = p + p*. Now 
K(X) = I XI - k(X), and so a knowledge of K is equivalent to a knowledge of 
k. Next, given K, we show how to reconstruct the semicircuits. 
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(2.2) XC E is a semicircuit if.and only if X # 0 and for all choices of 
Y, z E x, 
4X)+4X- {Y,~})>W- {y})+rc(X- {z),. 
ProoJ: Suppose that XG E is a semicircuit. By duality we may assume 
that X is a circuit of M. Let y, z E X. By (2.l)(ii), 
P(V+P(X- {YJ})3PW- {Y))+PW- (4, 
P*(m+P*(x- {YJ}DP*(x- {.JJ})+p*(X- {z}, 
and strict inequality holds in the first, because y, z are in X-series. Adding, 
we deduce the required inequality about K. 
For the converse, suppose that XC E satisfies the inequality of (2.2) for 
all y, z E X. 
(1) For all y, z E X, y, z are either in X-series or in X-parallel. 
For 
K(X)+K(X-{(,Z})>K(X- {y})+K(x- {Z>) 
and so either 
P(X) + PM- 
or 
frI)+dX- (4, 
The claim follows from (2.l)(ii). 
(2) For x, y, z E X, ifx, y are in X-series and so are y, z, then so are x, z. 
The proof is clear. 
(3) Either every pair of elements of X is in X-series, or every pair is in 
X-parallel. 
For we may assume that there exist y, z E X not in X-parallel. Then y, z 
are in X-series, by (1). Let x E X. We claim that x, y are in X-series. F’or if 
x, z are in X-series this follows from (2). If not, then x, z are in X-parallel 
by (l), and so x, y are not in X-parallel, by (2), since y, z are not in 
X-parallel. Thus again by (l), x, y are in X-series. This proves our claim. 
Now we show that every pair x, x’ E X is in X-series. For x, J> and x’, y are 
in X-series, and so x, x’ are in X-series by (2). This proves (3). 
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(4) X is a semicircuit of M. 
For by (3) we may assume by duality that every pair of elements of X is 
in X-series. Since X # @, we may choose x E X. Since x, x are in X-series, 
we may choose a circuit C of A4 with x E C E X. Since x, y are in X-series 
for all 4’ E X, we deduce that C = X, and so X is a circuit, as required. This 
completes the proof of (2.2). 
Now we prove a converse to (2.2), that k is determined from a 
knowledge of which sets are semicircuits. (This is not relevant to 
Cunningham’s question, and is included for its own sake.) 
(2.3) Let M,, M2 be matroids on E with connectivity functions k,, k,, 
respectively. Suppose that for all X G E, X is a semicircuit of M, if and only 
if X is a semicircuit of M,. Then k, = k,. 
This follows by induction on 1x1 from the following lemma. 
(2.4) Let M be a matroid on E with connectivity function k. Let XG E 
and x E X. Then 
(i) if there is no semicircuit B of M with XE BG X then 
k(X) = k(X- (x>) + 1; 
(ii) zj” there is no semicircuit B of M with x E B c (E-X) u {x} then 
k(X)=k(X-(xl)-1; 
(iii) otherwise, k(X) = k(X- (AI>). 
Proof TO prove (i), suppose that there is no semicircuit as in (i). 
BY (2.1)(i), p(X) = dx- {x}) and p*(X) = p*(X- (x}); thus rc(X) = 
K(X- Ix}), and so k(X) = k(X- {x>)+ 1, as required. Part (ii) follows 
from (i) since k(X) = k(E- X). 
To prove (iii), suppose that there are semicircuits B,, B, of M with 
~EB~GX, .~EB~c(E-X)u(x). Since (B,nB,I=l, either B, and B2 
are both circuits of M or they are both cocircuits, and by duality we 
may assume the first. By (2.1)(i), p(X)=p(X- {x})+ 1, and p*(X) = 
p*(X- {x}), and so K(X) = K(X- (x}) + 1, and the claim follows. 
Let US say that X E. E is a bicircuit if it is both a circuit and a cocircuit. 
From a knowledge of the semicircuits we can reconstruct the bicircuits. 
(2.5) XC E is a bicircuit if and only zf 
(i) it is a semicircuit; 
(ii) no proper subset is a semicircuit; 
(iii) there is no semicircuit B with (Xn B( = 1 
Proof Necessity is clear. For sufficiency, suppose that X satisfies these 
conditions. Since X is a semicircuit, we may assume by duality that X is a 
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circuit. If X includes no cocircuit, then E - X spans X and so there is a cir- 
cuit C of M with 1 C n XI = 1 contrary to (iii). Thus X includes a cocircuit, 
and so by (ii), X is a cocircuit, and hence a bicircuit, as required. 
3. BINARY MATROIDS 
Now we turn to our main result; that for a connected binary matroid M, 
a knowledge of k determines M up to duality. We shall need the following 
two elementary lemmas: 
(3.1) If M is binary and Cl, C, are circuits, then C, A Cz may be 
partitioned into circuits. [C, A C2 denotes (C, - C,) v (C, - C,).] 
(3.2) If M is connected and x, y E E are distinct, there is a circuit C of M 
with x, y E C. 
Let us say a monocircuit of M is a semicircuit which is not a bicircuit. 
(3.3) If M,, M, are connected binary matroids on E, with the same 
connectivity function, then M, = M, or M, = Mz. 
Proof By (2.2), M, and M, have the same semicircuits, and thus by 
(2.4) they have the same bicircuits. Hence they have the same monocircuits. 
A monocircuit is said to be green if it is a circuit of both or neither of M, 
and MZ; and red otherwise. A pair of monocircuits agree if they are both 
red or both green, and disagree otherwise. For purposes of symmetry, we 
observe that replacing M, by MT or M, by Mz exchanges red and green, 
but does not change whether two monocircuits agree or disagree. 
We assume for a contradiction that M, # M,, MT. Since M, # M2 there 
is a red monocircuit, and since M, # M; there is a green monocircuit. Thus 
some pairs of monocircuits disagree. We may therefore choose C,, C, such 
that 
(1) Ci and C, are monocircuits, and disagree. 
(2) If some pair of monocircuits which disagree intersect, then 
C,nC,#@. 
(3) Subject to (1) and (2), C, v C, is minimal. 
By replacing M,, M, by their duals if necessary, and by exchanging 
M,, Mz if necessary, we may assume that 
(4) C, is a circuit of M, and of M,; C, is a circuit of Ml and a cocir- 
cuit of M,. 
(5) Cl may not be partitioned into cocircuits of M,. 
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For suppose that C, may be partitioned into cocircuits D,, . . . . D, of M,. 
Since C, is a monocircuit it is not a cocircuit of Mz, and so t > 2. For 
1 <i< f, D,c C, and so Dj is not a circuit of M1 or of M,. Hence Di is a 
green monocircuit, for 1 < id t. We number D,, . . . . D, so that if 
C, n Cz # fa then D, n C, # 0. Now D, and Cz disagree, and so by (3), 
D, v C2 = C, v Cz. Hence D, G C, n C, c C,, a contradiction, since D, 
and C, are both cocircuits of MZ. 
(6) C,nC,#0. 
For suppose that C, n C, = 0. Since M, is connected there is a circuit C 
of ML with C, n C # 0 # C2 n C1 by (3.2). Choose C with C u C, minimal. 
By (3.1) there is a circuit C’ of M, with C’G C A C, and with 
C’ n Cz # 0. Since C’ # C it follows that C’ @ C, and so c’ n C, # 0. By 
the minimality of Cu C, we deduce that C’u C1 = Cv C1, and so 
C A Cl G Cr. Since C A C’ includes a circuit of M,, by (3.1) we deduce 
that C A C’ = Ci. Now by (5) and (3.1), not both C, C’ are cocircuits of 
MZ, and so one of C, C’ is a green monocircuit, C say. C therefore 
disagrees with Cz, and intersects it, contrary to (2). 
(7) Cl A C2 is a green monocircuit. 
For by (3.1) it may be partitioned into circuits B,, ..,, B, of M,. If 
B i, . . . . B, are all cocircuits of M2 then by (3.1), C, = C, A (B, u ... u B,) 
may be partitioned into cocircuits of M2 contrary to (5). Thus we may 
assume that B, is not a cocircuit of M,, and is therefore a green mono- 
circuit. Now B, YL Ci - C2 since Ci n C, # 0, and so B, n C, # 0. Since 
B1 and C, disagree, we deduce that B1 v C, = C, v Cz, and so 
B 2, . . . . B, c C2 - C,. Thus t = 1 and the result follows. 
(8) C, A Cz is a red monocircuit. 
This follows from (7) by replacing M, by A4; and exchanging C, 
and C2. 
But (7) and (8) are contradictory, and so our initial assumption that 
M1 # M,, I@ was false. This completes the proof. 
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